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Abstract 
 

Zombies are a longstanding trope within Hong Kong cinema and popular culture, 

typically taking the form of reanimated corpses that hop around on two legs and 

originate in traditional Chinese supernatural fiction. In this talk I turn to a more recent 

outbreak of zombie-themed transmedia narratives (屍故) that appeared in the 

2010s, placing them in the context of Hong Kong’s Localist movement and the growing 

popularity of internet forums as a space to read and write popular fiction. In series such 

as Ferocious Harbour (凶港), Hong Kong Infected (香港感染), and Let’s Fight 

Zombies Tonight (今晚打喪屍), the undead embody tensions between order and 

anarchy, bravery and capitulation, self-governance and governance by others, concepts 

that hold specific socio-political resonance for Hong Kong during these years. Paying 

particular attention to the possibility of the zombie-as-chronotope, I examine the 

balance of utopian and dystopian elements in these narratives and reflect upon the status 

of outbreak culture in post-Covid Hong Kong.   
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